
App Feedback for Q2 & Q3 2021

WEST YORKSHIRE  PARTNERSHIP

Number of downloads these quarters: 6,519

Bradford 1351
Leeds 1901
Calderdale 460
Greater Huddersfield & Kirklees 980
Wakefield 765
West Yorkshire 1062

Top 5 Topics this quarter: Bradford

1 When the crying won’t stop

2 Surviving without sleep

3 Child development

4 Bathing your baby

5 Washing your baby

Top 5 Topics this quarter: Calderdale

1 How babies like to be held

2 Holding and handling your baby

3 Surviving without sleep

4 When the crying won’t stop

5 Safe sleeping



Top 5 Topics this quarter: Greater Huddersfield & Kirklees

1 Surviving without sleep

2 Safe sleeping

3 How babies like to be held

4 When the crying won’t stop

5 Holding and handling your baby

Top 5 Topics this quarter: Leeds

1 How babies like to be held

2 Surviving without sleep

3 Holding and handling your baby

4 Safe sleeping

5 Caring for a crying baby

Top 5 Topics this quarter: Wakefield

1 Safe sleeping

2 Surviving without sleep

3 The Human Baby

4 When the crying won’t stop

5 Why your baby cries

Top 5 Topics this quarter: West Yorkshire

1 The Human Baby

2 How babies like to be held

3 Holding and handling your baby

4 Caring for a crying baby

5 Surviving without sleep



Observations and Comments:

The downloads for the West Yorkshire Partnership area overall this quarter represent
approximately 38% of the average birth rate, which is encouraging and has risen by 10% in
terms of app uptake in Q2&Q3.

The above Top 5 show the topics that have had the most hits and time spent on them for all
users of your DadPad app since April 2021. Whilst there is still a good spread of interest across
all topics, the summary data demonstrates to us that your users in most areas are firmly
interested in finding out more about the topics that we would generally consider new
parents/dads to be most concerned about: crying, sleep and holding. Again with some
restrictions due to Covid, and even with some restrictions lifted, due to the ongoing Covid
effect this might reflect also the fact that their potential to gain this sort of advice from other
parents/family members/health professionals over the past year might be limited as their
support network is still constrained? These topics are similar to other areas in terms of
favourites, and reflect topics that we have worked on since launch, including collaboration
information with ICON and The  Lullaby Trust etc.

Again the popularity of The Human Baby topic appearing regularly in your ‘Top 5s’ confirms
the really helpful insights into a lot of the ‘why?’ questions of baby care – reflecting our
assumption that dads like to be able to understand ‘why’ things are happening a certain way
and/or why  their babies are behaving as they are.

Please do get in touch with hannah@thedadpad.co.uk to discuss comms and further resources
such as stickers and business cards if required.


